SOLOMONAND HEAD: TECTONIC MODELS FOR VENUS BANDED TERRAIN

The primary dependenceof viscosityon depth is through the
variation of temperature T(z). In most empirical flow laws
determined from laboratory measurementsof creep in crustal
materials the temperaturedependenceof effectiveviscosityis
given by the factor exp (A/RT), where A is an activation
energy,R is the gas constant,and T is absolute temperature
[e.g., Tullis, 1979]. Within a limited range of confining pressures,and for a singlemechanismlimiting the rate of creep,A
is approximatelyconstantat valuesranging from 0.15 to 0.35
MJ/mol for various crustal materials(polycrystallinefeldspar,
pyroxenite,quartzite, diabase)at conditionsappropriate (low
confining pressure, T > 700øK, dry) to the upper crust of
Venus [-Tullis, 1979; Sheltonand Tullis, 1981]. Then
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where dT/dz is the near-surfacethermal gradient. While the
crustal thermal gradient has not been measured on Venus, a
reasonablerange is 10ø-20øK/km; the first figure roughly correspondsto the averagethermal gradient in terrestrial oceanic
lithosphereat thermal equilibrium [$clater et al., 1980], while
the secondcorrespondsapproximately to the averagethermal
gradient in the Venus lithosphereif Venus has a global heat
lossper massequal to that of the earth and if lithosphericheat
transport on Venus occurspredominantlyby conduction [Solomonand Head, 1982]. With the indicated rangesin both A
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are groundsfor believingthat layeringof mechanicallydistinct
units within the crust may commonly occur on Venus [e.g.,
Warner, 1983]. Such layered modelsare thereforefavored.
According to thesefolding models,banded terrain is a primary feature of Venus mountain ranges,and the distinctive
physiographicor morphologiccharacteristicsof banding date
from the time of formation of the mountains. In a parallel
study [Stephenset al., 1983] we investigate the proposal of
Weertman [1979] that the age of mountain ranges on Venus
may be constrainedby the time scale for significantviscous
relaxation of topographic reliefi Using conservativeassumptions as to the effectiveviscosityof the Venus crust,the extent
of isostatic compensation immediately following mountain
formation, and the efficiencyof other geologicalprocessesthat
may also act to reducerelief, we concludethat the high topography of the mountain ranges of Ishtar Terra is not likely to
be older than a few hundred million years.Banded terrain, if a
primary feature of mountain formation on Venus, must similarly be geologicallyyoung.
EXTENSIONAL

MODELS FOR BAND FORMATION

We next consider the alternative hypothesisthat banded
terrain formed by horizontal extension of the Venus lithosphere.By this hypothesiseach distinct high backscatterband
or pair of bands would correspondto a crustal block bounded
by normal faults. Banded terrain may be characterizedby a
anddT/dz, (26)gives1/s= 0.3-1.5km-•, or s = 0.7-3.0km.
basin and range structure,though the broader-scaletopograWith this range of possiblevaluesfor s we may use (24) to phy of Venus mountain rangesand highlandsprobably preestimate the magnitude of compressivestress necessaryto cludes a strict analogy to the terrestrial Basin and Range
inducefolding at a dominant wavelengthequal to the spacing Province [e.g., Eaton, 1982]. Lithosphericextensionmay arise
between adjacent bands. For 2 = 15-20 km, (24) then gives from the lateral spreadingof mountain units under the influao = 2-9 kbar, with the higher valuesof stresscorresponding ence of gravity. Becauseof the high surface temperature of
to larger values of 2 and smaller values of s. These values of Venus, as noted above, such spreadingmay occur by viscous
stress are similar to those obtained in the model of a uniform
creepat rates much more rapid than on the earth [Weertman,
viscous layer, a reasonableresult in view of the qualitative 1979; Stephenset al., 1983]. By this explanation the bands
similarity of that model to the casewith continuouslyvarying would not be primary features associatedwith the origin of
viscositytreated here. As with the uniform layer model, com- the mountain rangesbut rather secondaryfeaturesproduced
pressivestressesof at least 1 kbar are difficult to avoid unlesss during their later modification.
has been seriouslyunderestimated.Since A is unlikely to be
We consider several simple models for the formation of
significantly less than 0.15 MJ/mol for crustal materials Venus banded terrain by extension.These include graben and
[Tullis, 1979], only a thermal gradient substantiallylessthan horst formation in an elastic-brittle layer over a fluid sub10øK/km (i.e., by more than a factor of 2) could give large strate, imbricate normal faulting in a similar layer, and neckenough values of s for ao to be lessthan 1 kbar. While this ing of a surficial plastic layer. As with the folding models we
possibilitycannot be completelyrejectedfor highland regions seek the range of physical parametersfor each type of extenon Venus, particularly over what may have been a limited sional model that is consistentwith the observedspacingbetime interval during which banding formed in any given unit tween bands. The simplifyingassumptionthat topography at
of bandedterrain, we do not regardit as likely.
wavelengthsmuch greater than the spacing between bands
Assessment
offolding models. A variety of simplemechani- may be neglected in the analysis is also retained for these
cal models for folding can be made to be consistentwith the models.
hypothesisthat banded terrain on Venus consistsof largeGraben and horstformation. As a basis for several extenscalefolds of surficialrock units producedas a result of hori- sional models we begin with the hypothesisof Vening Meinesz
zontal compression during formation of Venus mountain [1950] that once an elastic-brittle layer under extensionfails
ranges. The models have included both elastic and viscous along a throughgoing normal fault, slip on that fault will
layers overlying interior regions of much lower viscosity. induce bending stressesin the plate on either side.If extension
While uniform elastic and viscousplates of, at most, a few continues, by this hypothesis,the next fault will form where
kilometers thicknessgive fold wavelengthsequal to the ob- the surfacehorizontal bendingstressis most extensional.This
served spacing between bands, the required compressive theory has been usedsuccessfuly
to predict the widths of constressesare severalkilobars in magnitude, comparable to or tinental rifts and some of the characteristicsof major extenlarger than the stressdifferenceslikely to be supportedin the sional fault zones on the earth [Vening Meinesz, 1950; Heiskanear-surfaceportions of the Venus crust. Such models might nen and Vening Meinesz, 1958; Bott, 1976; Zandt and Owens,
accommodatecompressivestrain by faulting rather than fold- 1980].
ing. Layered elastic or high-viscosityplates, however, can fold
The basic model is shown in Figure 6. An elastic-brittle
at the required wavelengthwith subkilobar stresses,and there plate of thicknessh, Young's modulus E, and Poisson'sratio v

